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Researches on Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithms and
hp Adaptivity in 3-D Parallel Adaptive Finite Element
Computations
Liu Hui (majored in computational mathematics)
Directed by Prof. Zhang Lin-bo
This work is related to PHG (Parallel Hierarchical Grid). PHG is a toolbox for
developing parallel adaptive finite element programs, which is under active development
at the State Key Laboratory of Scientific and Engineering Computing. PHG is designed
for distributed memory parallel computers, and its purpose is to support development
of parallel algorithms and codes for solving real world application problems using h, p,
or hp adaptive finite element methods. PHG supports importing meshes from several
mesh file formats. PHG provides solvers and preconditioners, as well as interfaces to
many external packages, for solving linear systems of equations and eigenvalue problems
resulted from adaptive finite element discretization.
This work is divided into two parts. The first part consists of design and realization
of the dynamic load balancing module of PHG, including studies on mesh partitioning
and data migration algorithms. The second part studies hp adaptive strategies for finite
element computations.
The main results of this work are as follows.
(1) For the tetrahedral meshes used in PHG, under reasonable assumptions, we proved
the existence of through-vertex Hamiltonian paths between arbitrary two vertices,
as well as the existence of through-vertex Hamiltonian cycles, and designed an
efficient algorithm with linear complexity for constructing through-vertex Hamil-
tonian paths. The resulting algorithm has been implemented in PHG, and is used
for ordering elements in the coarsest mesh for the refinement tree mesh partitioning
algorithm.
(2) We designed encoding and decoding algorithms for high dimensional Hilbert or-
der. Hilbert order has good locality, and it has wide applications in various fields
in computer science, such as memory management, database, and dynamic load
balancing. We analysed existing algorithms for computing 2D and 3D Hilbert or-
der, and designed improved algorithms for computing Hilbert order in arbitrary
iii
iv ????
space dimensions. We also proposed an alternate form of Hilbert space filling curve
which has the advantage of preserving the ordering between different levels. The
algorithms have been implemented in PHG and are used in mesh partitioning.
(3) We implemented refinement tree and space filling curve based mesh partitioning
algorithms in PHG, and designed the dynamic load balancing module of PHG. The
refinement tree based partitioning algorithm was originally proposed by Mitchell,
the one implemented in PHG was improved in several aspects. The space filling
curve based mesh partitioning function in PHG can use either Hilbert or Morton
space filling curve. We also implemented a submesh to process mapping algorithm
from the PLUM package in PHG, and use it to reduce the amount of data migration
during mesh redistribution. Numerical experiments show that the dynamic load
balancing functions work well on thousands of processes with more than one billion
elements, and the space filling curve based mesh partitioning module of PHG is
faster and yields better results than the corresponding function in other well known
mesh partitioning packages.
(4) We studied existing hp adaptive strategies in the literature, and proposed a new
strategy. Numerical experiments show that our new strategy achieves exponential
convergence, and is superior, in both precision of the solutions and computation
time, to the strategy compared. This part of the work also serves to validate the
hp adaptivity module of PHG.
Keywords: PHG, adaptive finite element method, parallel computing, Hamilto-
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? [204]. ?????????: h?????, p?????, hp???????
r ?????.
? 1.1 ?????????







???????????. ?????????????????? (max strat-
edy), ??????? (equidistribution stratedy), ???????? (guaranteed










???, ????????????????? [43]. ???? [44] ?????
??????, ????????????????, ???????, ???
???????????????????. ???????????????
?,??????????????. ?????????????? [45, 46, 47]
????????? [48]. ? Rivara???????????????????








?????????? [50]. ??????????????, ???????
???, ????????????????. ????????????, ?
?????, ???????????????. ?????????????
???????????,???????. ?????????? Rivara??
[45, 46, 47]. ????????????? Sewell ???????? [48], ???
Ba¨nsch ??????? [51]. ????????? Kossaczky[52], Liu ? Joe [54],
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? Arnold [53] ?????.
??????????????,???????????????. Rivara
?? [55]??????????????????,????????. Pe´bay?
Thompson [57] ???????????????????. Jones ? Plassmann
[43] ????????????????????. Barry?Jones ? Plassmann
[56] ??????????????????????. Casta˜nos ? Savage [58]
??????????????????????,???????? Pared?.
??,? [1]?????????????????????,????????
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??, ???????????, ???????????. ????????
???????????: ????????????????. ??????
????????????, ?????, ????????????? (RCB,
Recursive Coordinate Bisection) [60] ????????? (RIB, Recursive Inertial
Bisection) [61]????????? (SFC, Space-Filling Curve) [62] ?; ?????
??????????, ????????????????, ???????
????? (RGB, Recursive Graph Bisection) [60]????? [63]???????
? (RSB, Recursive Spectral Bisection) [60]?K-L ?? (Keinighnan-Lin Algorithm)
[64] ?. ???????????: ParMETIS[14], Zoltan[19], JOSTLE[65] ?.
§1.3 ???????????? PHG
PHG (Parallel Hierarchical Grid) ??????????????, ????
?????????????.??????? C???? (???? C++),?
????? MPI??,??????????,?????????. PHG??
????????, ????????, ???????????. PHG ???
??????????????????, ????????????????
??/?????????????????????????????????
???. PHG ??????????, ??????????. ???????
? PHG ??????:
(1) ????. PHG?????????????????,??????? AL-
BERTA [66], MEDIT [67], GAMBIT [68] ???, ????????????
?. PHG?????????????????,???????????.
??????????????????? [1], ?????/??????
???, ??????????. ??????, PHG ?????????
?.
(2) ??????. PHG??????????,?????????? [84]??
????????? [62] ???????. PHG ???????????
????, ? Zoltan, ParMETIS ?, ???????????????.
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(3) ?????. ?????? PHG?????????,?????????
?????????. ???????????????, ????????





(4) ????. ???????? PHG ?????????????????
???? [69],??????????????,????????????
???. PHG ??????????, ????????, ??????.
(5) ?????????. PHG ????????????????????
???, ?????????????????????. ???????
????????????. ???????, ????????????
????, ??? PHG ????????????????.
(6) ?????. PHG ???????????????????. PHG ??
????????, ? PCG, GMRES ?, ???????. PHG ?????
?????, ??????????????, ? PETSc, HYPRE, SuperLU,
MUMPS, SPC, LASPack, SPOOLES?. PHG?????????? SOLVER,
?????????????????????????????????
??. PHG ????????????????, ???????????
??????????.
(7) ??????. PHG???????????????,????? PARPACK,
JDBSYM, LOBPCG, SLEPc, Trilinos/Anasazi? PRIMME???????,?
?????????????. ?????????????????, ?
????????????????????????????.
(8) ???. PHG ????? OpenDX[70] ?? VTK[71] ??????????
?, ??????????????.
(9) ????. PHG ?????????????????????????.
PHG ?????????, ?????.




???????, ?????????. ??? PHG ???????????




??????, ???????????? PHG ?????????. ???

















?? PHG ?????????????, ?????????????.
(3) ??????????????????????? PHG ???????
??. ?????????? Mitchell ??, ?????????????
???????,???????????,??????????.???
????????????, ??????????????? Morton ?
?????,??????? Zoltan?????????????????
????????. ??, ?????? PLUM ??????? – ????
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??, ?????????????????. ??????, ??? PHG
?????????????????????????????????
?????? (??????? Sandia????????????????
??????? Zoltan) ?????????. ????????????
???????????? PHG ??????????, ???????
???????????????????????????, ?????
??????????.
(4) ?????????????? hp?????.??, hp????????
?????????????????, ???????????????















???????????, ????????, ????????. ?????
???????, ???????????????????, ???????
?, ???????????????????????, ?????????
??. ?????????????????. ???? PHG ???????




???, ????????, ???? R3 ?????. ?????????
????????????, ?? 2.1 ??. ???????????????
?, ????????????.
? 2.1 ?????
?? 2.1.1. ? Ω ? R3 ?????????, ???????M ??????




Tj= ∅ (i 6= j), ??
o
T
???? T ???, ∅ ???.
?????????? Ω ????, ???????, ??????. |M|




?? 2.1.2. ?? M ??????, ??? M ?????????? Ti ? Tj,
Ti ∩ Tj ?????????????????.
???????????????????? [76, 77]?Delaunay?? [78, 79]
?,????????????? Gmsh [80]?Netgen [81]?TetGen [82]?. ???
????????????????????????? [45, 46, 47]?????







??, ?????????, ???????????, ?????????. ?
???? (Hamiltonian path) ????????????? [62, 125, 129].
????????????, ????????????, ???????
???. ???????, ???????????????, ???????
??. Heber ?? [85] ??????????????????????, ??
???????????????????????,???????????
????????, ???????????: ??????????????
????? (local cut vertex) [83]. Mitchell [83] ??????????????
???????????????????????????????. ??
?????, ?????????????????, ?? Mitchell ?????
?????????? (through-vertex Hamiltonian path)??????????













?? 2.3.1. ??????? M ????????????, ?????, ??
M ???????????????, M ????????????????
?.
?? 2.3.2. ?????,????????????????,???????.
?? 2.3.3. ???????? M ?, ????? n ?? (path), ??????
?, ?? T1T2 . . . Tn, Ti ∈ M, i = 1, . . . , n, ?? Ti ∩ Ti+1 6= ∅, ?? Ti 6= Ti+1,
i = 1, n− 1.
?? 2.3.4. ???????? M ?, ????? n ?? (cycle), ??????
n+ 1 ??, ?? T1 = Tn+1.
?? 2.3.5. ??????? M ????????? (Hamiltonian path) ???
?, ????M ???????????.
?? 2.3.6. ??????? M ??????????? (partial Hamiltonian
path) ????, ????????????.
?? 2.3.7. ???????M ????????? (Hamiltonian cycle)???
?, ????M ???????????.
?? 2.3.8. ?????? (through-vertex path) ????, ?????????
????????, ????????, ?????????????????.
??????, ?????????????.
?? 2.3.9. ??(??) ???????? (through-vertex Hamiltonian path) ?
??????, ?????(??) ?????.
12 ????
????????????? H = T1v1T2 · · · vn−1Tn, ?? Ti 6= Tj (i 6= j) ?
vi 6= vi+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2), vi ???? Ti ? Ti+1 ???. ??????????
????.
?M??? Ω??????, v?M??????,?? Ω\v?????,
?? v ?M ??????. ?? v ??????: ∃R > 0 ?? ∀ r (0 < r ≤ R),
(B(v, r) ∩Ω) \ v ?????,?? v ?M????? [83],?? B(v, r)??? v
?????? r ??. ????????? 2.2 ? 2.3 ??. ? 2.2 ??? v ?
??, ? 2.3 ??? v ?????. ????, ?????????. ???, ?
??????????.
v
? 2.2 ???? v ???









?? 2.1. ???? M ????????, ?????????? |M| ≥ 2, ?
???????:
(1) ? M1 ? M2 ? M ?????, ? M1 ∩M2 = ∅, M1 ∪M2 = M, ???
?? T1 ∈M1 ? T2 ∈M2, ??????? T1 ∩ T2 ??????, ????
??.
(2) ?? T , T1 ? T2 ?M ??????, ?? T1 ? T2 ?? T ???, ???
???????????.
(3) ?? T , T1, T2 ? T3 ?M ??????, ?? T1, T2 ? T3 ?? T ???,
??????????????.
??. ?? (1) ???????????.
?? (2): ???? T1 ? T2 ?? T ???, ??????????? T ?
????, ????????????????, ?? T1, T2 ? T ??????
???, ?????????, ????.
?? (3): ?? T1, T2 ? T3 ?? T ???, ????????? T ???
??, ?????, ???????????, ????.
?? 2.2. ????????M????????, H = T1v1T2v2 · · ·Tk−1vk−1Tk
(k ≥ 2) ?M ?????????????. ??,
(1) ?? T1 ? T2 ???, ?? T1 ?????? H ???????? H ?, ?
??? T1 ? T2 ??.
(2) ?? Tk−1 ? Tk ???, ?? Tk ?????? H ???????? H ?,
???? Tk−1 ? Tk ??.
??. ??????????, ????? (1) ?????.
? T ? T1 ???? H ???. ???? 2.1 ??, T1, T2 ? T ?????
???, ?? u1?u2.
14 ????
?? H ??? T1 ? T2,? k = 2,?? T ???????????? H ?:
H = T1u1Tu2T2.
???? k > 2. ?? v1 ∈ {u1, u2}, ?????, ?? v1 = u2, ?? T ??
????????? H ?: H = T1u1Tv1T2v2 · · ·Tk. ?? v1 /∈ {u1, u2}, ?? u1
? u2 ????????? v2 ????,?? u1,?????? T ??????
????? H ?: H = T1v1Tu1T2v2 · · ·Tk. ??????, T1 ????????





?? 2.3. ???????? M ????????, H = T1v1 · · · vn−1Tn ? M
????????????????, ???? T1 ? Tn ?????. ? M1 =
{T1, · · · , Tn}, ??M1 6=M, ? H ????????????, ???????
?? T1 ? Tn ??.
??. ? M2 = M\M1. ?? M2 ????, ???? 2.1, ?? T ∈ M2 ?
Ti ∈M1 (1 < i < n) , ?? T ? Ti ???.
?? Ti?????,?? Ti? T ???????????? Ti?????
vi−1?????? vi,?????,???? vi (????,???? H,????
???,?????),?? Ti? T ????????????? vi−1?? vi,?
? v. ???????????????????: H = T1v1 . . . TivTviTi+1 . . . Tn.
????.
??: ?? 2.3 ?????: ???????????? T1 ? Tn ??????
???. ??,?? H = T1vTn,?? T1 ? T2 ??????? v,?? T1 ???
??? v ??? T , ?????? T ??? T1 ? Tn ??.
?? 2.4. ????????? M ????????, ? |M| ≥ 2. ??? M
??????? T1 ? Tn, T1 6= Tn, ???? T1 ? Tn ?????????.
??. ?? M ????????, ????? M ??????? T1T2 · · ·Tn,
????????????????, ?????????????????
H = T1v1T2v2 · · · vn−1Tn (?????, ?????? H = T1v1 · · ·Ti−1vi−1Ti. ?
??? ??????????? 15
?? Ti+1, ?? Ti ???????, ????? vi−1 ????, ?? vi, ?? H
????? H = T1v1 · · ·Ti−1vi−1TiviTi+1. ??????,??????? T1, · · · ,
Tn ?????????????). ???? 2.2,??? T1 ? Tn ??????
?? H ?, ?????? T1 ? Tn ??. ?????? 2.3, ????????
???? H ?. ????.
????????? 2.4 ?????, ????????????????
???????.
?? 2.5. ????????? M ????????, ?? |M| ≥ 2, ????
?M ???????????.
??. ???????? T1 ? Tn. ???? 2.4, ????????? H =
T1v1T2v2 . . . vn−1Tn. ?? T1 ? Tn ???, ?????????, ?????
? v1 ? vn−1 ???, ?? vn. ?????????????????, H =
T1v1T2v2 . . . vn−1TnvnT1.
??????,?? 2.6,??????????????????????
????. ???????????????????, ??????, ???
??????????????????????,????????????
??????????, ??????????????????.
?? 2.6. ?????? M ????????, M1 ⊂ M ? M2 ⊂ M ???
M ????, ????: |M1| ≥ 1, M2 ≥ 1, M1 ∩M2 = ∅ ? M1 ∪M2 =M. ?
? M1 ? M2 ?????????, ??????????????????
?, ?? H1 ? H2, ?? H = H1vH2 ?M ???????????, ?? v ?
M1 ?M2 ???????.
??. ?? M ????????, ???? 2.1, ?? T1 ∈ M1 ? T2 ∈ M2
?? T1 ? T2 ???. ????????????????, ???? 2.4, ?
?????????????????? H1 = T0 · · · v1T1 ? H2 = T2v2 · · ·Tn.
?? T1 ? T2 ???, ?????????, ???????????? v1 ?
v2 ????, ?? v, ?? M ?????????????????????





?, ?????????. ?????, ?????????????????
?. ???????????, ?????????, ???????????




??M ??????????, ????????, n = |M| ≥ 2. ???????
?? T1 ? Tn, ?????????? H = T1v1T2 · · · vn−1Tn ?????????
??:
Step 1. ???????. ????, ????????????????. ???
??????? 2.4.
Step 2. ? T1 ? Tn ????????????????. ???????? 2.2
???.
Step 3. ?????????????????. ???????? 2.3 ???.
?????? 1 ??????. ??????????, ????????
????? (breadth fist search) ????, ???? O(n), ?? n ??????
??. ?????????????, ? O(n) ??, ????????????
???? O(n). ?????, ?????????? O(1), ?????????
???,??? n,???????????? O(n). ??????,?????
???? O(n).
???????????? PHG (Parallel Hierarchical Grid) [1, 59] ???
??? 1. ??????????, ??????? DELL PowerEdge 2950 ??
? (2 ??? 1.60GHz Intel E5310 CPU, 4MB ????). ??????????
??, ??????????????. ?????? J. Scho¨berl ??????








??? ?? ??? ?? (seconds) ??/?
Mesh 1 155,456 323,264 32,238 0.127770 1,216,686
Mesh 2 239,616 480,704 40,781 0.240720 995,413
Mesh 3 453,736 923,336 85,338 0.515140 880,801
Mesh 4 1,243,648 2,536,704 232,288 1.265506 982,727










George Cantor ? 1878 ???????????????????? [86].
?????????? [0, 1] ???????? [0, 1]2 ????. ??????
??????????. ??? Netto ? 1879 ????????? [86], ???
????????.
?? 3.1. (Netto ??) ?? f ???? m ?????? n ????????,
?? m 6= n, ?? f ????.
????????, ????: ?????????, ?????????
?? [0, 1] ???????? [0, 1]2 ?. Giuseppe Peano (1858–1932) ? 1890 ??
??????????.??,????????????????????,?
??? Peano ??. ?????????:
?? 3.1.1. ?? n ???????????????, ????? [0, 1] ???
n ???? [0, 1]n.
? Peano ??, ??????????????????, ???????
?? D. Hilbert (1891), E.H. Moore (1900), W. F. Osgood (1903), H. Lebesgue (1904),
W. Sierpin´ski (1912), G. Po´lya (1913), K. Knopp (1917)???? [86]. ?????,
?????????????, ????????????. ????????
??????, ?? 3.1, 3.2 ? 3.3 ??: ? 3.1 ????????????; ?
3.2 ????????????; ? 3.3 ????????????.
?????????: Peano??????????????????Moore
???????Sierpin´ski???????Morton???????Lebesgue???
????Osgood???????. ?? Sierpin´ski?????? [105]?? 3.4?





?, ???????). ????????????????, ????????
???????. ?????????????????????, ?????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 100,
101, 102, 103, 104]. Velho ???????????????????, ????
????? [87, 104, 118]. Salmon ??????????? N - ???????
??????????????????? [103]. Challacombe ???????
????????????????? [95]. Mellor-Crummey ?? [100, 101] ?
??? ?????? 21
? 3.3 ????????????
? 3.4 Sierpin´ski ?????? (??, ??, ??)
? Hu ?? [96] ????????????????????????. Matias
?? [98] ???????????????. Hwansoo Han[99] ???????
???? CFD ??????????. ???????????????, ?
??????? [106]??? [107] ???. ???????, ????????
??????????????? [18, 19, 62, 123], ????????????,
Morton??????, Sierpin´ski????????????????,????
????. ?? Morton ???????????, ??????????, ??
??????,??? 3.5????,????????,??????????
?????????. ????????????? Sierpin´ski ???????
??????????, ??????????????????, ?????
22 ????




??????????? (D. Hilbert, 1891) [86, 118]. ???, ????????
???????????????????????, I ???? [0, 1], Q ??
??? [0, 1]2. ????????????????: ??? I ???????
?, ? Q ?????????, ?????????? 3.1 ??; ??? I ??
????????????, I ??????? 16,? Q??????????




??????? m, ?????????? I ?????? Q ??? 22m
????? 22m ?????. ??? I ????????, ???????, ?
??? Im2 = {0, 1, · · · , 22m − 1} , ????? Q ???? 22m ?????, ??
????????????, ?????? Qm2 = {(x, y) : 0 ≤ x, y < 2m − 1}. ?
??? m ???? (order)???? (resolution) ??? (depth). ??????
?,????????????. ??? Hmn ?? m-? n-?????????
??.?????????????????,? m? 2,?? Q22 ??????
??? ?????? 23
??????? I22 ??????, H22 ?? 3.6 ??, ??????? 0, ???
15, ????????. ?????? H22 ?? H12 ???: H22 ???????
????? H12 ,?? 3.6??; H32 ???????????? H22 ??. ???
????????????????????????: Hm2 ????? Hm−12





















? 3.7 Z-order (Morton order, ??)
24 ????
??????? m, ??????? Qm2 ??????? (order). ????
????????????????,????????? (Hilbert order, Hilbert
code). ?????????????, ??????????? (ordering), ?
Morton ??????, ?????? Z ???, ??? Z- ? (Z-order, Morton
order, Morton code) [88], ? 3.7 ????? Morton ????????? Z- ?.
Qm2 ? Im2 ?????????,? Qm2 ???????? Im2 ????????
???? (enconding), ???????????????? (index); ? Im2 ??





??????: ???? [109, 110, 111, 112]????? [62, 113, 114, 115, 116, 118].
?????, Butz, Goldschlager[109, 110]??????????,???????
???????????. Breinholt ? Schierz[108] ????????????.
Witten???? GROPER??????????? [111]. Cole???????
????????,?? Peano? Sierpin´ski????????????? [112].
??????, ??????????????, ?????? (table-driven) ?
???? [62, 113, 114, 115, 116, 118]. Fisher[113], Liu ? Schrack[115, 116] ???
????????????????????. Faloutsos ?? [117] ?????





???, ????????. Lawder[119] ??? Butz ???????, ????
??. ?? Kamata ?? [120] ????????????. Li ?? [121] ???
?????????????????????.
??????????????????????????.??????
??? [118, 121]. Li ?????????????????????, ???
??????????, ????????, ?????????????. ?
???????????????????,???????????????
?, ?????, ??????????. ?????????, ???????
????????????????. ?????????????????
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???, ??????. ??????????? O(mn). ?????????
??, ????? m ?????. Chen ?? [118] ?????????????
????,?????????????????????,?????? O(k),
?? k ??? k = log2(max(x, y)) + 1, ? m (k ≤ m) ?????. ??????
?,??????????????????????? O(k) [123],?? k ??
? k = log2(max(x, y, z)) + 1. ??????????????, ???????
?????????, ?????????????. ?????, ?????
????????????????????,??????????????












????, ???????????????. ? Qmn ???????, Qmn =
{(xn, · · · , x2, x1)|0 ≤ xi < 2m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, (xn, · · · , x1) (∈ Qmn ) ?????????
?????, xi ????? i ???. ? Imn = {0, 1, · · · , 2nm − 1}. ? n ? 2 ?,
?????? (??? x2 = x, x1 = y); ? n ? 3 ?, ???????? (???
x3 = x, x2 = y, x1 = z). ???? xi ? yi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) ?? 0 ?? 1 ?, ????
???? ∧
(xn, · · · , x2, x1) ∧ (yn, · · · , y2, y1) = (xn ∧ yn, · · · , x2 ∧ y2, x1 ∧ y1), (3.1)
??? ∧ ??????? XOR.
26 ????
???? (a1a2 · · · ak)d ?? d ????, ?? 0 ≤ ai < d, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ? k ?
????????. ? d ? 2 ?, ?????; ? d ? 10 ?, ????????.
?????????????????.? d? 2?,??????? Rek ??:
Rek(j) = Rek((a1a2 · · · ak)2) = (b1b2 · · · bk)2, bi = 1− ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (3.2)
?? j ???????, j = (a1a2 · · · ak)2 ? j ??????, j ???? 0 ≤ j <
2k. ?????,?????????? (and),??,?????,???? &, À
? ¿. ???? [122]
pin(a1, a2, · · · , an) = (
i∑
j=1
aj) mod 2, (3.3)
?? ai ?? 0 ?? 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n). ?? pin, ???? fn





1− ai, if pi−1n = 1
, (3.4)
?? ai ?? 0 ?? 1, ?? j ?????. ???????? (a1, a2, · · · , an) ?
??????. ???? fn ???? bn
bn(j) = bn((a1a2 · · · an)2) = (b1, b2, · · · , bn), b1 = a1, bi =
{
ai, if ai−1 = 0
1− ai, if ai−1 = 1
,
(3.5)
?? j ?????????? (a1a2 · · · an)2.
??: ??????, ???? n, ?? bn ? fn ????????????, ?
????????. ?? bn, ????????????
bn((a1 · · · an)2) = (a1, · · · , an) ∧ (0, a1, · · · , an−1). (3.6)
?? fn ? bn ?????, ?? bn ??, ?????? fn ???.
?????????? [121]. n-??????? (n-dimensional cell)???
1?? n-???????????. n-????????? (Hilbert gene list)?
?????????,?????? (m−1)-????????????m-??
??????. ???????????: ???? (exchange command) ???
?? (reverse command). ?????????????????????. ??
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?????????????, ???????????. ?????????
???????, ???????????????. ??? n- ???, ?? 2n
???, ???????????, ?????????, ???? 0 ??, ??
??? fn????.?????????????. ?? H i,0n ? H i,1n (0 ≤ i < 2n)
?????? i- ????????????????. ??? [121] ?, ???
?????????????????????.
????????? [121]????????????,????? n-??
?????,???? (n− 1)-???????. ??????????,???
???, ????? bn ??????, ????? bn ???? fn. bn ????
??????, fn ?????????.
?????????????????,???????????????
???. ??????????????: ?????????. ??????
?????????????????. ??????, ????????? xi
? xj (i 6= j)??,????????? xi−xj = 0,?? (xn, · · · , xi, · · · , xj , · · · , x1)
????????? (xn, · · · , xj , · · · , xi, · · · , x1),??????????????
?????, ???????? i ??? j ??????, ?????????
???. ?????, ???????? i ????????????????
?? m, ????????? xi = 2m−12 , ?? (xn, · · · , xi, · · · , x1) ??????
? (xn, · · · , 2m − 1 − xi, · · · , x1). ?????? Rem(xi) ????. ??????




?? 3.2. ??????????????, ????????? xi ? xj (i 6= j)
??, ???????? xi− xj = 0; ???????????????, ???




Gi,0n = (bn(0) ∧ bn(2n − 1)) ∧ (H i,0n ∧H i,1n ), (0 ≤ i < 2n), (3.7)
Gi,1n = bn(0) ∧H i,0n , (0 ≤ i < 2n). (3.8)
28 ????
Gi,0n ? Gi,1n ??? i????????????. ?? bn???,??? bn(0)?
bn(2
n−1)???????? (0, · · · , 0)? (1, 0, 0, · · · , 0),??? bn(0)∧bn(2n−1) =
(1, 0, 0, · · · , 0) ??. ??????????????????????, ???
??????????????????,????????????????
??????????????, ?????? H i,0n ????? H i,1n ????
?,????????????? 1???? 0. ??? (3.7), Gi,0n ??????
?? 0 ???????? 0. ????, ?????????????????
??????. ?? Gi,0n ?? i ??? j ???? 1, ???????????
????. ?????????????.
?????????????????. ???? 0 ???, ?????
?? bn(0), bn(2n − 1), H0,0n ? H0,1n ????????: (0, · · · , 0), (1, 0, · · · , 0),
(0, · · · , 0) ? (0, · · · , 0, 1). ??? (3.7) ? (3.8), ? G0,0n = (1, 0, · · · , 0, 1) ? G0,1n =
(0, · · · , 0). ?????? 0??,????????,????????????
?????. ???????????????????.
?? 3.3. ??????, ??????????, ???????????. ?
0 ???, G0,0n = (1, 0, · · · , 0, 1), G0,1n = (0, · · · , 0), ????????.
§3.3.2 ????
???? n ??? (n ≥ 2) ???????????????. ?????
?????, ???????? n ?, ???????????????.
??????, ???????????????, ??????????
(??)??, m-??????????? Hmn ????? (m−1)-??? Hm−1n .
?????????: n???? 2n ???,?????????? (m− 1)-?
??????????,?????? (m− 1)-??????????????
??????????????, ?????????????????, ??
???? m- ????????????. ?? 3.1 ? 3.2 ??, ???? H22 ?
??????????????? H12 . ????????, ????, ????
??????????, ??????.
??????????????????? P?????????????
???????????????. ??????????m,?? 2n? (m−1)-
?????, P ?????? (m− 1)-????,????? i???,????
?,??????? (m− 1)-?????,??? i? (m− 1)-???.????
Xm(P )??? P ? m-??????????,??????????????
??:
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Xm(P ) = i× 2n(m−1) + X˜m−1(P ),
?? X˜m−1(P ) ??? P ?????? (m− 1)- ??????????. ???
???, ???????????????, ????????, ????? P
????? (m− 1)-???????,???????????? (m− 1)-??
?, ???????
Xm(P ) = i× 2n(m−1) +Xm−1(P ). (3.9)
?????????????,?????????????????????
??.
?????????????????? m, ????? (xn, · · · , x1) (∈
Qmn ), ????? xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) ????????? xi = (xmi xm−1i · · ·x1i )2. ?
????????? (rmrm−1 · · · r1)2n (∈ Imn ) ?. ?????????? Gi,0n ?
Gi,1n (0 ≤ i < 2n) ??????, ?????????? [121] ??.
?????????????????????????,???????
?????????. ???????????????, ?????????
?????, ??? (3.9), ?????????????????, ?????
???. ???????, ??????, ???????, ???????. ?
????????, ???????, ??????:
???? 1.1.
(1) ?? m = 0, ????. ??, rm = fn(xmn , xmn−1, · · · , xm1 ).
(2) ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? xmi = 1, ?? xi = xi − 2m−1.
(3) ??. ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? Grm,1n ?? i ???? 1, ?? xi =
2m−1 − 1− xi.
(4) ??. ?? Grm,0n ????????, ???? i ? j, ??? xi ? xj .
(5) m = m− 1, ?? (1).
????? 1.1 ?, ???????????, ?????? (2) ?, xi =
(xmi · · ·x1i )2 ?? (xm−1i · · ·x1i )2 ???, ???????????, ??????
???????? (&) ??. ?? (3) ?????????????????,
30 ????
??? Rem−1 ??. ??????, ?????????????, ?????
???????????:
???? 2.1.
(1) ?? m = 0, ????. ??, rm = fn(xmn , xmn−1, · · · , xm1 ).
(2) ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), xi = (xm−1i · · ·x1i )2 = (xmi · · ·x1i )2 & (011 · · · 1)2.
(3) ??. ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? Grm,1n ?? i ???? 1, ?? xi =
Rem−1(xi) = (xm−1i · · ·x1i )2 ∧ (1 · · · 1).
(4) ??. ?? Grm,0n ????????, ???? i ? j, ??? xi ? xj .
(5) m = m− 1, ?? (1).
???? 1.1 ? ???? 2.1 ??????, ??????????. ?
???????????. ????? (2) ? (3) ???? n ???, ????
O(n), ?? (4) ??????? O(1), ???? m ????, ????????
??? O(nm). ???????, ?????? 2n ????????, ????
?? O(2n). ????????????????, ????????????
????????. ? n ???, ?????????????????, ??
?? n ? 20 ?, ??????? 2M. ??????, ???????????.
?? fn ???, ? r = fn(0, 0, · · · , 0) = 0. ??? 3.3 ????? 0 ???
????. ?????? 1.1,??????? (4)???. ?????????
? r ????, ??????????? xn ? x1 ??, ??????????
??????. ????????, ??????????, ??????; ??
?????, ??? xn ? x1. ??????, ??????????????.
?? k = floor(log2(max{xn, · · · , x1})) + 1, ?? log2(0) ?? 0. ????????
?????????:
???? 1.2.
(1) ?? (rm · · · r1)2n ? 0. ?? m ? k ????????, ??? x1 ? xn.
m = k.
(2) ?? m = 0, ????. ?? rm = fn(xmn , xmn−1, · · · , xm1 ).
(3) ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? xmi ? 1, ? xi = xi − 2m−1.
(4) ??. ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? Grm,1n ?? i ???? 1, ?? xi =
2m−1 − 1− xi.
(5) ??. ?? Grm,0n ????????, ???? i ? j, ??? xi ? xj .
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(6) m = m− 1, ?? (2).
???? 2.2.
(1) ?? (rm · · · r1)2n ? 0. ?? m ? k ????????, ??? x1 ? xn.
m = k.
(2) ?? m = 0, ????. ?? rm = fn(xmn , xmn−1, · · · , xm1 ).
(3) ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), xi = (xm−1i · · ·x1i )2 = (xmi · · ·x1i )2 & (011 · · · 1)2.
(4) ??. ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? Grm,1n ?? i ???? 1, ?? xi =
Rem−1(xi).
(5) ??. ?? Grm,0n ????????, ???? i ? j, ??? xi ? xj .
(6) m = m− 1, ?? (2).
???? 1.2 ????? 2.2 ????????? O(kn),???????
?,????????????? m???. ??? m?????,?????
????. ????????? ???? 1.1 ? ???? 2.1 ????, ??
O(2n).
§3.3.3 ????
????????? z (∈ Imn ) ????????????? m, ????
??????? (xn, · · · , x2, x1) (∈ Qmn )???. ??????????????
?????, ??????????????????, ??????????
???.
? m ?????????????, (rmrm−1 · · · r1)2n ??? z ? 2n- ??
???. ?? k, ??? (rmrm−1 · · · r1)2n ???????????, ? rk > 0 ?
ri = 0 (i > k). ????? z ? 0 ?, k ? 1. ?? log2n(0) ? 0, k ??????
k = floor(log2n(z)) + 1. ????????? (xn, · · · , x2, x1) (∈ Qmn ) ?.
??????, ???????, ???????. ??????????
???????????.
???? 1.1.
(1) ??? (xn, · · · , x1), (xn, · · · , x2, x1) = bn(r1). v = 2.
(2) ?? v > m, ????. ?? (sn, · · · , s2, s1) = bn(rv).
(3) ??. ?? Grv ,0n ??? i ? j ????, ??? xi ? xj .
(4)??. ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n),?? Grv ,1n ?? i??? 1,? xi = 2v−1−1−xi.
32 ????
(5) ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? si ?? 1, ? xi = xi + 2v−1.
(6) v = v + 1, ?? (2).
???? 2.1.
(1) ??? (xn, · · · , x1), (xn, · · · , x2, x1) = bn(r1). v = 2.
(2) ?? v > m, ????. ?? (sn, · · · , s2, s1) = bn(rv).
(3) ??. ?? Grv ,0n ??? i ? j ????, ??? xi ? xj .
(4) ??. ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? Grv ,1n ?? i ??? 1, ? xi = Rev−1(xi).
(5) ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? si ?? 1, ? xi = (xi) ∧ (1¿ (v − 1)).
(6) v = v + 1, ?? (2).
???? 1.2.
(1) ??? (xn, · · · , x1), (xn, · · · , x2, x1) = bn(r1). v = 2.
(2) ?? v > k, ????. ?? (sn, · · · , s2, s1) = bn(rv).
(3) ??. ?? Grv ,0n ??? i ? j ????, ??? xi ? xj .
(4)??. ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n),?? Grv ,1n ?? i??? 1,? xi = 2v−1−1−xi.
(5) ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? si ?? 1, ? xi = xi + 2v−1.
(6) v = v + 1, ?? (2).
(7) ?? m ? k ????????, ??? xn ? x1. ?????? (xn, · · · , x1).
???? 2.2.
(1) ??? (xn, · · · , x1), (xn, · · · , x2, x1) = bn(r1). v = 2.
(2) ?? v > k, ????. ?? (sn, · · · , s2, s1) = bn(rv).
(3) ??. ?? Grv ,0n ??? i ? j ????, ??? xi ? xj .
(4) ??. ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? Grv ,1n ?? i ??? 1, ? xi = Rev−1(xi).
(5) ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? si ?? 1, ? xi = (xi) ∧ (1¿ (v − 1)).
(6) v = v + 1, ?? (2).
(7) ?? m ? k ????????, ??? xn ? x1. ?????? (xn, · · · , x1).
?????????????????????????????. ???
? 1.1 ? ???? 2.1 ????????? O(nm), ???????????
?? O(nk). ????????????, ?? O(2n).
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§3.4 ??????????
????????, Hmn ??? Hm−1n ??, Hmn ?? 0 ????????
Hm−1n ??, ???????????????. ????????, ?? 3.8 ?
?, H22 ?? 0????????? H12 , H32 ?? 0???????? H22 . ???
?, ?????????????????????. ?????????, ?
??????????.
Hmn ? 0?????? Hm−1n ??????????,?????????
??????????????????????. ?? 3.8 ????, H11 ??
? H32 ?????.??????????????????? xn ? x1 ???
???, ???????? H˜mn ? 0 ?????? H˜m−1n ??. ???????
??????? xn ? x1 ??????,?????????????????
? H˜mn . ??? H˜mn ?, ????????????????????, ???
????????????. ??????????,?? 3.9?,??????
H˜32 ? 0 ?????? H˜22 , H˜22 ? 0 ?????? H˜12 .
? 3.8 ?????? (H12 ,H22 ,H32 )
?????????????????. ???????????????






? 3.9 ???????? (H˜12 , H˜22 , H˜32 )
???????, ?????????????????, ???????. ?
?????:
???? 3.1.
(1) ?? m ??, ?? xn ? x1.
(2) ?? m = 0, ????. ??, rm = fn(xmn , xmn−1, · · · , xm1 ).
(3) ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? xmi = 1, ?? xi = xi − 2m−1.
(4) ??. ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? Grm,1n ?? i ???? 1, ?? xi =
2m−1 − 1− xi.
(5) ??. ?? Grm,0n ????????, ???? i ? j, ??? xi ? xj .
(6) m = m− 1, ?? (2).
???? 3.1.
(1) ??? (xn, · · · , x1), (xn, · · · , x2, x1) = bn(r1). v = 2.
(2) ?? v > m, ????. ?? (sn, · · · , s2, s1) = bn(rv).
(3) ??. ?? Grv ,0n ??? i ? j ????, ??? xi ? xj .
(4)??. ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n),?? Grv ,1n ?? i??? 1,? xi = 2v−1−1−xi.
(5) ????? i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), ?? si ?? 1, ? xi = xi + 2v−1.
(6) v = v + 1, ?? (2).
(7) ?? m ??, ?? xn ? x1.
??? ?????? 35







?????, ??????????. ?????? 1.1 ? ???? 1.1.
???????????,?????????????????????
???????. ??????????? bn, fn, Gi,0n ? Gi,1n (0 ≤ i < 2n), ??











? 3.10 ?????? (H12 )
??????????? (x2, x1)????,????????? (x, y) (x =
x2, y = x1) ??, ??????????? H12 , ?? 3.10 ??, ???????
??????????.?? b2 ? f2 ??????????, ?????? 3.1
?, ?????? 3.10 ?. ????????????? 3.2 ?. ??????
36 ????
??, f2, b2, Gi,02 ? Gi,12 (0 ≤ i < 4) ?????????????????.


















?? ???? 1.1, ?? (xn, · · · , x1) ??? (2) ∼ (4) ????, ????
???????????,???????,????????????,???
??????, ??????????. ???????? v, xnew, ynew ???
??????. ????????, ??????, ???????, ?????
??. ?? (2) ????? x, y ?????????, ? (xv, yv) = (1, 0), ??
(xnew, ynew) = (x − 2v−1, y). ?? (3) ?????, ? G3,12 = (1, 1), ??????
????,? (xnew, ynew) = (2v − 1− x, 2v−1 − 1− y). ?? (4)????????,
?? G3,02 = (1, 1),??? (xnew, ynew) = (2v−1− 1− y, 2v − 1− x). ???????
????????????. ????????????????? 3.3 ?. ?
???????????, ?????????????????? 3.4 ?. ?
?????, ? ???? 1.1??? (2) ∼ (4) ???????????, ? ?




????????. ?????, ???????, ????????, ????





1 x y − 2v−1
2 x− 2v−1 y − 2v−1




1 x y + 2v−1
2 x+ 2v−1 y + 2v−1
3 2v − 1− y 2v−1 − 1− x











????????, ????????????, ????????. ????
????????, ??/???????, ????????, ???????
????, ??????????. ???????????????????





??, ???????????, ?????? (??) ??????, ????
???????????, ?????????????. ???? PHG ??
??????????????????.
§4.1.1 ????????????? PHG ???????
PHG????????????????????? [1],????????
??. ????????,????? (?????)????????????









??, ???????????????, ???????????. ????
?????????, PHG????????????. ??????????
????? (???????????????????????????),?
? 4.2??. ??????,?????????? e0,???????????
?? e1 ? e2, ?? e1 ? e2 ???????????? e3, e4, e5, e6, ??? e3,
e4 ? e5 ?????????? e7, e8, e9, e10, e11 ? e12,????? e6, e7, e8, e9,
























???????????????; PHG ??? parent ???????, ??





?????, ????????, ???????????. ????????
???????????, ??/??????????, ????????, ?
???????????????????. ??????, ????????
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??????: 1) ????????????; 2) ?????, ???????
?????; 3) ?????????; 4) ??????, ??????????
????????; 5) ????????.
??????????????????: ??????????????
?????? [125, 126, 127, 128, 129]. ???????????????? (?
?????)?????????,???,?????????????? RCB
(Recursive Coordinate Bisection) [60, 140, 141] ????????? RIB (Recursive
Inertial Bisection) [61, 142]??????????? SFC (Space-Filling Curve) [62,
130, 131, 145, 146]?. ??????????????????,???????
????,???????????? (Recursive Graph Bisection) [60]?????
[63]???????? RSB (Recursive Spectral Bisection) [60, 142, 143, 144]?K-L?
? (Keinighnan-Lin Algorithm) [64]?????? (multilevel methods) [16, 135, 136,









???. ??????, ????????????????. ???????
????????:
• ???????? (RCB) [60, 140, 141]. ???????????????
? (3D) ???????2D) ?????????, ???????????
? (???) ??????. ?????????????????. ???
???????, RCB??????????. RCB??????????
?????. Jones ? Plassmann[141] ?????????, ???????
?? URB (Unbalanced Recursive Bisection). ??????????????
?, URB ?????????????????. ??? n ???, URB ?
???????? 1 : (n - 1), 2 : (n - 2), 3 : (n - 3)???????????
????. Jones ? Plassmann ???????????????. RCB ?
URB ??????.
42 ????





• ?????????? (SFC) [62, 130, 131, 145, 146]. ???? Patra? Oden
??????????????? [145, 146]. SFC???????????
? n-?????? 1-???,??? 1-???????. ????,???
??????, Morton ??. ???????, ????, ????. SFC ?
?????????????, ??????, ????????????
?.




• ??????? (RSB) [60, 142, 143, 144]. ?????????? Laplacian





• PaToh[151]. PaToH (Partitioning Tools for Hypergraph)??????????
????,??????????????.??????????,???
?????????????.
• Chaco[152]. Chaco ?????????????. ?????: ?????
?, ?????????? Laplacian ??????????????, ??
?????????????????????; ?????? Kernighan-
Lin/Fiduccia-Mattheyses ??, ???????; ????????????
??????; ?????????????????.
• SCOTCH[154] ? PT-SCOTCH[153]. SCOTCH ???????, ?????
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?????????????????????; PT-SCOTCH ? SCOTCH
??????.
• Parkway[150]. Parkway ???????????, ??? C++ ? MPI ??
??????????.
• METIS[17], hMETIS[155] ? ParMETIS[14]. METIS (Serial Graph Partitioning
and Fill-reducing Matrix Ordering) ?????????, ????????
???????????????? (fill-reducing) ????. METIS ??
?????????????????k- ??????????????
?. ParMETIS (Parallel Graph Partitioning and Fill-reducing Matrix Ordering)
? METIS ?????, ?? MPI, ?????????????????.
hMETIS (Hypergraph & Circuit Partitioning) ???????????, ??
????????????.










? p????????, PHG?????? p????,??????????
?? p????????,???????????.???,????????
???????? p???,??????????????????????
? (????). ? 4.3 ??? 4.2 ???????????? (p = 2) ????
???????, ?????????????? e7, e8 ? e9, ???????





























p×max{W0, · · · ,Wp−1} , (4.1)
?? Wi ???? i ?????. PHG ?????????????????
?:
(1) ????????????????,??? LIF???????????.
?? LIF ?????????, ????????????????; ??,
????????????;
(2) ????: ????????????, ???????????????,
?????????????.
(3) ??? –????: ?????,???????????,???????
???????????.
(4) ????????????: ?????????, ??????????
?????, ?????????.
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? 4.4 PHG ????????
§4.2 ??????
PHG ??????? ParMETIS[14, 16] ? Zoltan[18, 19] ???, ????
?????????, ??????????????????????, ??
???????????????????????????????. ???
?, ??? PHG ???????????: ??????? [83, 84] ?????









???????, ???????????????. ????????, ??
4.5??,??????? 4.2?????????,????????????,
?????????????????,?????????????????

























?, ?????? (set) ????????, ???????????????.
?? Mitchell???,????????? O(N log p+ p logN),?? N ????
???. ????? 2 ??.
????????????????, ???????????????,
??????????, ??????. ?????????, ???????
?????? (prefix sum). ???????????,???????????:
????????????????????????. ?????????,







if node is a leaf then
assign node to the smaller set
elseif node has one child then
bisect subtree(child)
else node has two children
select a set for each child
for each child examine the sum of the subtree weight with
the accumulated weight of the selected set
for the smaller of the two sums, assign the subtree rooted
at that child to the selected set and add the subtree weight
to the weight of the set
bisect subtree(other child)
endif











wj = Sq +
i−1∑
j=q
wj , (q < i). (4.3)
?????????????? W , ???? p, ??????????? [W




? O(N). ????????????, ?????? p, ??????????
?????? ni (0 ≤ i < p), ?? i ?????????? Wi (0 ≤ i < p). ??
????????????????, ????????????????? 0








wj = Si,j−1 + wj−1, (4.4)
????, ????? Wi (0 ≤ i < p) ??????????????????
?????. ??????, ??????????????????????
??? Wi (0 ≤ i < p), ????????????????????????
??. ??????.
?? 3: PHG ??????????
Step 1. ???????????, ?????????????? Wi.
Step 2. ?? MPI_Scan ??, ??????????? Wi (0 ≤ i < p).
Step 3. ??????, ??? (4.4) ?????????????, ??????
?.
?????????,????????????? MPI_Scan??,???
?????? O(N). ????????, ?????????????, ???
???????,?????????????????,??????? (??
?)??,???????????????,???????????????
????????. PHG ???????????: ???????, ????
?? Morton ?. ???????????????????????????
?; ?????? Morton ???????????????????????
?????, ??????????????.
?? phgPartitionRTK ??????????, ????:
BOOLEAN phgPartitionRTK(GRID *g, int np, DOF *w, FLOAT p),
?? np ???????, ????? w ???????, p ??????, ??
e ?????? wpe .
PHG ??????????????????:
??? PHG ?????????????? 49
(1) ?? phgHamiltonPath ??????????, ????:
int phgHamiltonPath(GRID *g),
???? 0 ????, ? 0 ??????;
(2) ?? phgHilbertOrder ??????????, ????:
int phgHilbertOrder(GRID *g),
???? 0 ????, ? 0 ??????;
(3) ?? phgMortonOrder ??? Morton ???, ????:
int phgMortonOrder(GRID *g),
???? 0 ????, ? 0 ??????;
(4) ?? phgGridInitOrder ??????????????????????,
????:
int phgGridInitOrder(GRID *g, BOOLEAN dist),





?, ??????????????????. Morton ???????????
?????????????????, ???????, ?????????
[62, 130, 131, 145, 146].
????????????????. ??????????????, ?
???????????? (0, 1)3, ???????????????????
???? (0, 1); ?????????? (0, 1), ??????????????
??; ??????????? – ??????, ?????????????
??.
????? Ω,??????? (??,??????????)??? (bound-
ing box)??????,?????? x, y, z?????????? lenx, leny, lenz,
50 ????
?????? (0, 1)3 ???????
x1 = (x− x0) / lenx, y1 = (y − y0) / leny, z1 = (z − z0) / lenz,
?? (x0, y0, z0) ???????????, (x1, y1, z1) ??? (x, y, z) ?????
???? (0, 1)3 ????. ?????????????, ?????????
? 1 : 1 : 1, ???????????. PHG ?? len = max(lenx, leny, lenz), ??
??





??, ?????????. ????????????????????, ?
??????.
?????????????, ???? §4.2.3 ???????????
§4.2.4 ??????? – ??????????????. ??? PHG ???
??????????????????:
(1) ?? phgSFCInvHilbert2D ? phgSFCInvHilbert3D ???????????
???????????? [0, 1] ???, ????:
BOOLEAN phgSFCInvHilbert2D(SFC *hsfc, INT n),
BOOLEAN phgSFCInvHilbert3D(SFC *hsfc, INT n),







???? co[3] ???????? (∈ [0, 1]3), sfc ??????, ????
index ??????????.
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(2) ?? phgSFCInvMorton2D? phgSFCInvMorton2D????????Morton?
?????????? [0, 1] ???, ????:
BOOLEAN phgSFCInvMorton2D(SFC *msfc, INT n);
BOOLEAN phgSFCInvMorton3D(SFC *msfc, INT n);
???? msfc ? n ????????????????. ???????
??? 25, ????????? MAXLEVEL ????????? 20 ? 30 ?
????????.
(3) ?? phgPartitionSFC ?????????????, ????:
BOOLEAN phgPartitionSFC(GRID *g, int np, DOF *w, FLOAT p);
?? g ?????, ??????????? e ??? mark ?, np ???




???????? p?????? [a, b),??????????:??? [a,
b)??? p???? [a, a1), [a1, a2), · · · , [ap−2, ap−1), [ap−1, b),????????
??????????.
??????????, ???????? p − 1 ???? a1, a2, · · · , ap−2,
ap−1. ??? PHG ?????????????????, ????????
Zoltan[18],???????????. ????????,??????? a1,?
?????????. ????? k (k ≥ 2) ??????, ?? a1 ?????
????,???????? k ?,???? [a, b)?????, a1 ????? k
???????????. ??????, ???????????? a1. ??
?????, ??? [a, b) ??? N (N À p) ????, ai (0 < i < p) ????
????, ????????, ?????????????? a1, a2, · · · , ap−2,
ap−1.
?????, ???????? N = (p − 1) ∗ k + 1, ?????????
ai (0 < i < p) ??????? (bounding box). ?????????????
???, ?? ai (0 < i < p) ?????, ?????? [0, 1) ???, ???
? ai ??????, ??? ai (0 < i < p) ????????, ???????
ai (0 < i < p)???. ????????,????????????: ????
52 ????
? phgPartition1DV1 ????????? N ; ????? phgPartition1DV2 ?
???????, ???????????, ??? ai (0 < i < p) ??????
??,????????????,?????????????,??????
????, ??????. ?????????:
FLOAT phgPartition1DV1(DOTS *x, INT lenx, int np, MPI_Comm comm),
FLOAT phgPartition1DV2(DOTS *x, INT lenx, int np, MPI_Comm comm).
?? x?????,???????????????? (∈ [0, 1), lenx????










??????????? [148]. Oliker ? Biswas ?????????????
???,???????????? [72, 147, 148]. ??? PHG???????.
Oliker ? Biswas ???????????. ????? S (similarity matrix)
???????????????. S ? PHG ???? pold × p ???, pold ?
??????, p ?????? (??????????, pold ? p ????), ?
??? S ??? Si,j ????? i ????????????? j ?????




?? (cost function) ?????????. ????????: TotalV ? MaxV.
TotalV ??????????????; MaxV ??????????????
?. Oliker ? Biswas ?????????? TotalV. ???????? S, ??
???????, ?????????????????????, ?????
???? i→ pi (i = 0, · · · , p− 1) ?????????











for (j = 0; j < p; j++) part_map[j] = unassigned;
for (i = 0; i < p; i++) proc_unmap[i] = 1;
generate list L of entries in S in descending order;
count = 0;
while( count < p) {
find next entry S[i][j] in L such that




map partition j to processor i;
}
??? PHG ????????? – ??????, ??????:
int phgPartitionRemap(GRID *g, int nprocs, MPI_Comm comm),
int phgPartitionRemapV2(GRID *g, int nprocs, MPI_Comm comm),
int phgPartitionRemapV3(double ds[],int perm[],int np, MPI_Comm comm),
??????, g? PHG???,??????? e, e->mark????????
??????????????, ???????????????????.
54 ????
phgPartitionRemapV3 ??????????, ds ?????????????
??????,????? perm???, np???????,?? ds? perm?
???? np. ?????????? –?????,????????????
????????.
?? phgPartitionRemap ? phgPartitionRemapV2 ???????, ???
??????????, ??????????. ?????????????






??????????. ?????, ?????? (cut edge) ???????.
??, ?????????????????: ??? (surface index) ????
???? (interprocess connectivity). ?????????????, ?????
?????????????? [62, 149].
?????????????????????????? (??????
?????). ???? n ????, bi ? fi ??????? i ???????






?? bt ? ft ????????????????????????????,















??????????. ????????? (maximum interprocess connectivity)
???????????????? [62].
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§4.3 PHG ?????????
????? PHG ????????, ????? PHG ????????
???????????, ?????????.
§4.3.1 ????????
PHG ?, ??????????????????, ?? PHG ?????
??. PHG ??????????????, ?????/?????????
?, PHG ?????????????:
int phgBalanceGrid(GRID *g, FLOAT lif, INT sm, DOF *w, FLOAT p),
?? g ?????; lif ??????????, ?????????????
??????????; sm??????????,????????????
??????, ?????????????, ??????????????
??? 1; w ? p ?????????????, ??? K ?????? wpK , w
??? NULL, ?????????????.
§4.3.2 ?????????




???????, ?? e ??? mark ??????????????.
?????????,??????????????????, FALSE??












?????????????????, ??????: ParMETIS, HSFC
(PHG???????????????), MSFC (PHG? Morton??????
????), RCB (Zoltan ???????????) ? Zoltan ? HSFC. ???
????????, ???????????.
?????????, ????? Ω1 ??????, ?? 4.6 ??, ???
?????,???????,???????? 2,522,624. ????? Ω2 ??
???????,????,???,????????,?? 4.7??,????
? 3,713,792. ?????? Netgen[81] ??.
? 4.6 ???? Ω1 (???)
? 4.1 ????????????????????????. ????
?? Ω1, ParMETIS ???????, ??? RCB, MSFC, PHG/HSFC, ???
Zoltan/HSFC, ??????????? 64 ?, PHG/HSFC ?????????
????? Zoltan/HSFC. ????????????. ??????????
?????, ??? RCB ????.




??????, ??????????????????; MSFC ??????
PHG/HSFC ??, ????? Zoltan/HSFC; ?????????, RCB ???
???? PHG/HSFC, MSFC ? Zoltan/HSFC. ?? 4.1–4.2 ????, ????
???????????????????,???????????????
?.
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? 4.7 ???? Ω2 (????)
§4.4.2 ??????????????????
??? ParMETIS, Zoltan/HSFC, PHG/HSFC, PHG/RTK (PHG ?????








? (LSSC-III),??????? NX7140N??,???????? Intel X5550?
????? 24GB??,????????????? 10.68Gflops, 282????
?????????? 24Tflops. ??????????????DDR Infiniband
????.
58 ????
? 4.1 Ω1 ? Ω2 ??????????
Ω1
# submeshes 16 32 64 128 160 192
ParMETIS 2 2 5 8 8 9
RCB 2 2 5 11 12 13
MSFC 4 5 10 16 19 21
PHG/HSFC 3 6 13 23 24 23
Zoltan/HSFC 12 18 21 23 24 24
Ω2
# submeshes 16 32 64 128 160 192
ParMETIS 7 7 7 10 11 12
RCB 7 7 8 11 12 12
MSFC 9 13 18 21 22 25
PHG/HSFC 8 10 13 18 20 21
Zoltan/HSFC 12 19 23 25 27 31
? 4.4.1. ?????? Dirichlet ???? Helmholtz ??,−∆u+ u = f (x, y, z) ∈ Ωu(x, y, z) = g on ∂Ω.
?????????? Ω1, ??????:
u = cos(2pix) cos(2piy) cos(2piz),
?????????, ?????????????.
?????? 32 ?????, 128 ???. ?????? 4.6 ??, ???
? T1 ? Netgen [81]??,?? 4,927??????. ????????????













??? (1.05), ??????, ???????. ??????????????
? (maximum strategy), ?? θ ? 0.5 (?? §5.1.3.2).
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? 4.2 Ω1 ? Ω2 ????
maximum surface index (%, Ω1)
# submeshes 16 32 64 128 160 192
ParMETIS 0.74 1.48 2.88 5.00 5.78 5.71
RCB 1.0 2.18 4.07 6.06 7.06 7.60
MSFC 4.2 6.51 10.6 16.2 18.9 20.7
PHG/HSFC 3.80 8.31 15.5 19.5 20.4 21.5
Zoltan/HSFC 13.9 19.1 25.4 28.1 30.9 35.8
average surface index (%, Ω1)
# submeshes 16 32 64 128 160 192
ParMETIS 0.64 1.28 2.39 3.62 4.05 4.42
RCB 0.85 1.68 3.43 5.17 6.03 6.58
MSFC 2.93 5.14 7.44 9.8 10.7 11.5
PHG/HSFC 2.78 5.03 7.18 9.34 10.2 10.8
Zoltan/HSFC 8.72 11.8 16.2 20.6 22.0 23.6
maximum surface index (%, Ω2)
# submeshes 16 32 64 128 160 192
ParMETIS 2.45 2.56 3.30 5.32 6.13 6.10
RCB 2.57 4.74 6.29 9.16 9.66 11.6
MSFC 3.0 5.11 7.06 9.74 11.1 11.8
PHG/HSFC 2.86 4.74 7.03 9.78 10.6 11.3
Zoltan/HSFC 8.89 12.3 16.5 19.5 21.2 22.8
average surface index (%, Ω2)
# submeshes 16 32 64 128 160 192
ParMETIS 1.12 1.45 2.18 3.43 3.87 4.21
RCB 1.89 3.04 3.93 5.90 6.58 7.2
MSFC 2.24 3.61 5.21 7.34 8.22 8.92
PHG/HSFC 2.19 3.29 4.88 6.92 7.81 8.27




























? 4.8 ?????? (? 4.4.1)
? 4.8 ??????, ?????? RTK ?????????, ???
MSFC, PHG/HSFC, Zoltan/HSFC. PHG??? HSFC?MSFC?? Zoltan/HSFC
????. ParMETIS? RCB??. ???????????? ParMETIS??
????????, ??????, ???????????. ????, ???





????,??????????, RTK?????????. ??? ParMETIS,




4.10 ? 4.11 ????????????????????????. ????
???, RCB, ParMETIS, RTK??????. ? RCB??,?????????
ParMETIS? RTK???,???????,?????????????,??












































































































? 4.11 ????????? (? 4.4.1)




? 4.3 ??????????? (? 4.4.1)








?????. RCB ??????, ??????????????, ?????
??????????. Zoltan/HSFC ???????, ??????????,




? 4.4.2. ???????? Dirichlet ????? Poisson ?? −∆u = f (x, y, z) ∈ Ωu(x, y, z) = g on ∂Ω.
???????????? Ω2, ?????
u = 4(1− e−100x − (1− e−100)x)y(1− y)e−z,
?? x = 0 ????????.
?????? 4.7 ?, ?????????, ? Netgen ??, ?? 49,271 ?
?????. ????? 32?????, 128???,????????,???












??????????? (maximum strategy), ???? 0.5 (?? §5.1.3.2).
? 4.12–4.15 ???????????????????????????
????????????. ?????? 4.12 ??, ?????? RTK, ??
? MSFC, PHG/HSFC, Zoltan/HSFC,??? ParMETIS? RCB. RCB??,??
? 4.4.1 ??, ParMETIS ??????.
?????????? 4.13 ?, RTK ????, ?? RTK ???????
???????????; ??? ParMETIS, ??????, ???????,
?????????????????;??? MSFC, PHG/HSFC;?????
? Zoltan/HSFC ? RCB.
??????????????????? 4.14 ? 4.15 ??, MSFC ??
????, Zoltan/HSFC ??????, ?????????????????.
RCB ????????????? 4.4.1 ????, ????????????
???????, ??? RCB.
? 4.4 ??????????????, ???????? 238 ?. ???




























































? 4.13 ???????? (? 4.4.2)


































































? 4.15 ????????? (? 4.4.2)
66 ????
? 4.4 ??????????? (? 4.4.2)








????????. ?????? ParMETIS, ????????, ??????
?,?????????????,??????????????????,?
???????. ????, Morton ???????????????????
??????, ????????, MSFC ????????????????
???????? (PHG/HSFC & Zoltan/HSFC), ?????????????
???????????????????????????????, ???
????, ??????.
? 4.4.3. ???????????????ut −∆u = f in Ω× (0, T )u = g on Γ× [0, T ]. (4.8)
?????








cos(8pit))2 + (z − 1)2) + 0.9)−1 − 2.5).




???????,?? PCG (Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method)????
??????, ???????????????? [66, 156], ???????
???,??????????? (maximum strategy),???????????
? 0.6 ? 0.1.
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? 4.5 ?????? (? 4.4.3, 128 ??)
Method Time TAL(s) Time DLB(s) Time SOL (s) Time STP(s)
PHG/HSFC 6525 0.0734 0.1886 0.9192
Zoltan/HSFC 6744 0.0917 0.1928 0.9501
MSFC 6902 0.0730 0.1966 0.9724
RTK 7015 0.0738 0.2050 0.9884
RCB 7131 0.1126 0.1938 1.0046
ParMETIS 7151 0.1421 0.2114 1.0075
? 4.6 ?????? (? 4.4.3, 192 ??)
Method Time TAL(s) Time DLB(s) Time SOL(s) Time STP(s)
PHG/HSFC 6597 0.0932 0.1808 0.9294
MSFC 6601 0.0936 0.1863 0.9299
Zoltan/HSFC 6646 0.1046 0.1862 0.9362
RCB 7197 0.1176 0.1862 1.0139
RTK 7185 0.0799 0.2124 1.0123
ParMETIS 7218 0.1982 0.1942 1.0169
??????????. ??????? 32 ??????128 ???, ?
??? 7098 ????, ????????????? 663,151, ???????
919,036. ???? 4.5, ????????????? (TAL), ????????
????????? (DLB), ?????????????????? (SOL),
???????????????? (STP). ?? 4.5 ?????, ?????
???????????, PHG/HSFC, Zoltan/HSFC, ? MSFC ??? RTK ?
ParMETIS, RCB ??. ?? PHG/HSFC ??????, ParMETIS ?????
?. ????, ?????????, ??????????. ????, ???
???, ???????????, ????; ??????, ??????.
????????? 4.6 ??, ????? 32 ???192 ??. ?????
?????, ??????????, ????????. ?????????
?, PHG/HSFC ?? Zoltan/HSFC ????, ?? PHG ??????????
??,???????????????,????????,????? (0, 1)3,












hp ??????????????????????, ??? h ????
????? p???????????. ???????, hp????????









??????????????????? [157, 158, 159, 165, 199, 200, 201, 202].
§5.1.1 ????
??????????,
−∇ · (A(x)∇u) = f in Ω,




= gN on ΓN ,
(5.1)
?? A???????, ΓD, ΓN ⊂ ∂Ω, ΓD⋂ΓN = ∅, ΓD⋃ΓN = ∂Ω. ?? (5.1)?
?????: ?? u ∈ H1(Ω), ?? u = u¯+G, u¯ ∈ V = {v ∈ H1(Ω), v|ΓD = 0}, G ∈
H1(Ω), G|ΓD = gD, ??∫
Ω



























??????? u¯ ∈ V , ??????????,
a(u¯, v) = l(v), ∀v ∈ V. (5.5)
???? a(·, ·)? V -???????, l ????????,? Lax-Milgram
????, u ???? [158, 207]. ??????, ??????? u¯ ? u.
§5.1.2 ?????
????? (5.5) ?, V ???? Banach ??, ???????????
?, ???? V ??????? Vh ????, ????????????: ?
u ∈ Vh ⊂ V , ????????
a(uh, vh) = l(vh), ∀vh ∈ Vh. (5.6)
??? Lax-Milgram ????, ?????????.
??????? Vh, ??????? Ω ???.
?? 5.1.1. (?? Ω ?????) ? Ω¯ ?????????? K1, · · · ,Km, ??
???? Ki (1 ≤ i ≤ m) ??????, ?????????? Th ?? Ω ??
?????, ????. ????????:
(1) ????? K ∈ Th, K ???, ???
o
K ???????;









(5) ?? K ∈ Th, ∂K ??? ∂Ω ????, ??????????.
?? Th ???? Ω ????????. ??????, ????????
??????;??????,??????????????.???????
????? PHG ???????????.
??? Th ?, ???? K, ? PK ????????. ?????????
Vh ?????????? Th ????????????, ????
Xh = {vh : vh|K ∈ PK ,∀K ∈ Th},
Vh = {vh ∈ Xh : vh|ΓD = 0},
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?????????, Vh ??????, ????? n, ????? n ??








a(ϕi, ϕj)ui = l(ϕj), j = 1, · · · , n. (5.8)
?????????? A = [a(ϕi, ϕj)]ni,j=1,???? u = (u1, · · · , un)T ,????
b = (l(ϕ1), · · · , l(ϕn))T , ????????
Au = b. (5.9)
?????????? (5.6) ??????.
§5.1.3 ??????
??????????? Babusˇka ? Rheinholdt ???????????
[160, 161]. ???????????????, ??????????????
??, ???????????. ??????, ?????????????
????,???????????,??????,????????????






• ???????? (residual estimate) [201, 202, 203]: ??????????
????????.
• ??????????? (dual weighted residual estimate) [199]: ?????
????, ?????????????????. ??????????
????????????.
• ???????? (hierarchical basis error estimate) [200]: ????????
??????????, ??????????.
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• ????? (averaging methods) [200]: ????????????????
????.
• ????????? (equilibrated residual error estimate) [200]: ??????
??????,????????????? patch????????Dirich-
let ?? Neumann ??, ?????????????.
??????, ???????????????, ??????????
?????, ???????; ??, ????????????, ??????
????????????????????????????????, ??
?????????. ?????????????:
• h ?????: ?????????????????????, ????
??????. ???????????, ??????????????
???.
• p ?????: ??????, ??????????????. ?????
???,???????????????,?????????. ????
???????, ??????????????, ???????.
• hp ?????: hp ???????????????. ????????,
???????,?????????,????????,???????
?????.






???. Do¨rfler?? [39]??? Poisson?????????????, Morin?
??? [40]???? MNS??????.????????????????:
???? (maximum strategy, MAX), ??????? (equidistribution strategy,
EQDIST),???????? (guaranteed error reduction strategy, GERS),? MNS
???? (MNS-refinement strategy, MNS). ??????????????.
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????????: Th ???????????; S ???????? (?
?)?? (??)???; ηK (K ∈ Th)? ηs (s ∈ S)?? (?????????)?






???? (maximum strategy, MAX)
?? θ ∈ (0, 1), ???????????????????:
ηK ≥ θ max
K′∈Th
ηK′ (5.10)
??????? (equidistribution strategy, EQDIST)




ηK ?????????, ?? η = N1/pηK . ??, ??????????.
EQDIST1
?? θ ∈ (0, 1), ????????????????:




?? θ ∈ (0, 1), ????????????????:
ηK ≥ θ ε
N1/p
(5.12)
???????? (guaranteed error reduction strategy, GERS)
Do¨rfler ? [39] ??? Poisson ???????????????, ????
??????????. ?? θ ∈ (0, 1), ???????????????






MNS ???? (MNS-refinement strategy, MNS)
???? Morin ??????????????????? [40]. ????
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??????? (??)?? (??)??????? ηs ?????????
??????? osc. ??, ??????? θ1 ∈ (0, 1), ?????????






????????? (??)?? (??)?? S1 ??????????,?
????????? A1. ?? osc,???????? θ2 ∈ (0, 1),?? A1,?
??????????????? Th ????? A (A1 ⊆ A ⊆ Th):
oscA ≥ θ2 oscTh . (5.15)
? MAX? EQDIST??,?? θ ????,??????????;???
GERS ? MNS ????, ?? θ ????, ????????.
§5.1.3.3 ?????????
???? GERS ? MNS ?????????????????????
???????,???????????????? PHG (Parallel Hierarchical
Grid) ????????????????. ?? MAX ??? EQUIDIST ??
?????, ??????.
??????????, GERS ??? MNS ?????????????
???:???? G,??? G??????? ηK (K ∈ G),??? θ ∈ (0, 1),?






??, ?? G ?????????????, ????????.
????????????? G ??????????? ηK ?????,
?????????? A ????, ????????? O(N logN), N = |G|.
PHG ????????, ???????????, ?????.
?? γ ∈ [0, 1], ???? Aγ ??:
Aγ = {K | K ∈ G, ηK ≥ γ max
K′∈G
ηK′}
? ηγ = ∑
K∈Aγ
ηK (???? Aγ ????????), η = ∑
K∈G
ηK , ???????
? θ ? γ ?? ηγ = θη. ?? γ ? θ ????. ????????????? γ.
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???????????, ??????????????????, ??
??????? O(N). ????????, ????? k ? (k > 2) ???, ?
???????????????.
??? PHG ?????????????????, ?????????
????????, ????????:
void phgMarkElements(STRATEGY strategy_r, DOF *eta_r, FLOAT theta,
DOF *osc, FLOAT zeta, int depth_r, STRATEGY strategy_c,
DOF *eta_c, FLOAT gamma, int depth_c, FLOAT a),
??, strategy_r ? strategy_c ???????????, ???? MARK_MAX,
MARK_EQDIST, MARK_GERS, MARK_MNS, MARK_ALL, MARK_NONE,??????????
??????????????; eta_r, osc? eta_c???????????,
????????????; theta, zeta ? gamma ??????; ? depth_r
? depth_c ????????????????. ?? a ?? EQDIST ??
??, ??????, ???????? {K | ηK ≥ theta × a}. strategy_r ?
strategy_c?????? MARK_DEFAULT,?????????????????
? -strategy, -refine-strategy? -coarsen-strategy??????.????
? MARK_GERS.
??????, GERS ????????, ??????????????
??????.
§5.2 hp ??????
hp ??????? Ivo Babusˇka ??????, ??????, ?????
????. hp ???????? hp ?????????????. ?????
???????.
§5.2.1 ???????????
?????????????????????. ??? h ??????
?,???????????????,?????? Vh ???????. hp?




????? (minimum rule) [167]??????????,??????????
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???????? [158]. ??????, ?????????????????
????????????????????.
????????? Th,p ????????? Vh,p. hp ????????
????: ?? uh,p ∈ Vh,p, ??????,
a(uh,p, vh,p) = l(vh,p), ∀vh,p ∈ Vh,p. (5.17)
????? Vh,p ?????????, ??????????????:
• ?????? (support) ??????, ???????????????;
• ????????? (hierarchic),??????????????????.
????????????????.
?????????? Jacobi ???, Legendre ???? Lobatto ????, ?
????? [168, 169, 170].
§5.2.2 hp ???????
hp ???????????????????, ????????? h ?
?? p ??. ???, ?????????????? p ??, ???????
??? h ??. ????, ???????????????. ???????
????????????. ????????? hp ???????:
(1) ??????????? (use of a priori knowledge of solution regularity).
p ??????????????????, ??????????? h ?
???. ??????, ?? hp ?????????????? h ??, ?
????? p??.?????????????????.??,????
??????????????????????????, ??????
??????? [172]. Ainsworth ? Senior [172], Bernardi ?? [184] ??
Valenciano?? [185]??????????????????????? h
??, ??????? p ??.
(2) ???? (type parameter).
Gui ? Babusˇka [182] ? Affia ?? [186] ?????????, ??? hp ?





, ηK,pK−1 6= 0
0, ηK,pK−1 = 0,
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R ?????????. ???? γ (0 ≤ γ <∞),?? R(K) ≥ γ,?? K ?
?? h ??; ?? R(K) < γ, ?? K ??? p ??. ??, ?? γ = 0, ??
K ???? h ??, ??? γ =∞, ??? K ???? p ??.
(3) ?????????????? (estimate regularity using smaller p estimates).
Su¨li, Houston ? Schwab [173] ??????????????????, ?
???????????. ????????? p, ??????????







m ≈ 1− log(ηp−1/ηp−2)
log((p− 1)/(p− 2)) .
? p ≤ m− 1 ?, ?? p ??; ???? h ??.
(4) ??????????????? (estimate regularity using larger p estimates).
Ainsworth? Senior[177]????????????????????.??
??? K ?????? p, ????????? p + 1, p + 2, p + 3 ???
?. ?????? (5.17) ????????? (equilibrium condition) ???
Neumann??.??????? p+ j ????? ej ,??????????
??
‖e0‖2K − ‖ej‖2K ≈ C2(p+ j)−2α,
?? C, α?????. ????? m??? m = 1+α. ?? p ≤ m− 1 = α,
??? p ??, ???? h ??.
(5) ??? (reference solution).
Demkowicz????? [190, 191, 192]????? hp?????.?????
?????????? Th,p? uh,p,??????????? h? p??,?
???????? Th/2,p+1,????????????????? uh/2,p+1.
uh,p ? uh/2,p+1 ?????????????, ?
η = ‖uh,p − uh/2,p+1‖H1(Ω).
?????????????????,??????? h????? p?
???, ?????????????. ???????, ?????, ??
????. Sˇol´ın ?? [193] ??????????.
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(6) ?????? (predict error estimate on assumption of smoothness).
Melenk?? [174]?? Heuveline?? [176]??????????.????
??????????,?????????,??????,???? h?
?? p ?????????, ????????????????. ???
???????, ???????; ???????, ????????. ?
??????? p ??, ???????? h ??.
hp ????????????? h ??????????, ??????
??????????????????, hp ??????????????
??. ?????????????????,?????????????,?
????????, ?????? [167, 171, 175, 177, 183, 187, 188, 189, 194, 196].
§5.3 ???? hp ?????
????????? hp???????,???????????. ???
?,???????????????????,???????????,??
?????, ????? p ??; ????????????, ???????,
????? h ??. ??????????? Melenk ?? [174] ?? Heuveline
?? [176]?????. ??? h??? p????????????????,
?????????????, ???????????????????, ?
?????????????????.
??????????????−4u = f in Ω,u = 0 on ∂Ω, (5.18)
?? Ω ⊂ Rd, d = 2, 3, f ∈ L2(Ω). ??????????????? Th,p ???
????? Vh,p ⊂ H10 (Ω),????? uh,p ∈ Vh,p ?????? (5.17)??,??
??????????.
????????. ? ‖ · ‖ ????, ‖u‖ = √a(u, u); ε ?????; ηK ?
????? K ???????; η ??? η = (∑K∈Th,p ηK) 12 . ? pK ? hK ??
???? K ?????????????. ???????????????,
?? cK ?????????. ?????? N ???????.
§5.3.1 hp ?????
Melenk?? [174]?? Heuveline?? [176]??? hp??????????
???:??????????,?????????????? p,? e = u−uh,p
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?? h ??????, µ = min(p,m− 1), C ???? h ? p ???.
Melenk????? [174]??????????????????????
? hp?????:???????,????????????? ηK ,????
?????????,??????????????? 0.5 · 0.5pKηK ;????
??????????, ?????? γpηK , γp (∈ (0, 1)) ???; ??????
??? (????????),?????? ηK ,?????.???????,?
???????????, ??????????????: ????????
??, ???????, ?????????? p ??; ????? h ??.
Heuveline????? [176]?????????????????????
???????.????????????? p??,?????????: 1)
?????????????????????????, ??? p ??; 2) ?
??? K ??? p?????,??????? hkηoldK ,??????????,
??? p ??, ???? h ??; 3) ??????? h ?????, ?????
?? 2−pKηoldKM ,?? KM ?????,??????????,??? p??,?
??? h ??.
??????????????????????,??????????
????????????????????????. ?? Heuveline ???
?????????? hK ???, ?????????. ?????????
? (hK ≥ 1),??????????? p??,?????????;?????
???? (hK ¿ 1), ?????? h ??, ????????????. ???
???????????????????, ?????????????.
?????? hp ?????, ????????? h, p ? hp ?????.
? h? p???????????: ? h?????,???????????;
? p ?????, ???????????, ???????????????
?????. ????????????? h ? p ?????, ???????
????????.
















?? C2 ????????????????. ??????????????
?.
????? Th,p ???? h ??, ???????? cK ????, ???
??? T 1h,p, ?????????????????????????. ???




































???? p?????????. ????? (5.19)???????? u?
??? m, ??????? m ?????. ?????????????. ??













??????, ?????????? m− 1. ??? K ?, ?????? K ?
???????????????????. ? m − 1 = p/2. ???????
?,??????????,??????????????,????????
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??????, ???????? h ???, ??????????, ??
???????? h ??, ???????????? p ??, ???????













??????? (5.23), (5.24)? (5.25)???? h?????????,???
?????? h???????????? cK . ?????? Heuveline???
???????? h ???, ??????????????.
???????? hp???????,???? Heuveline????? [176]
???????, ???????. ???????:
(1) ??????? Th,p, ??????? η ?????? (η ≤ ε), ?????
???.
(2) ????????????.
(3) ??? Th,p ?????? K, ?? K ????????:
• ?? K ??????????? h?????,??????????
?. ?????? KM , ?????
η2K ≤ λ2hη2KM .
??????, ??? K ??? p ??, ??????????; ??,
??? K ??? h ??;
• ?? K ??????????? p ?????, ?????? KM , ?
????
η2K ≤ λ2pη2KM .
??????, ??? K ??? p ??, ??????????; ??,
??? K ??? h ??;
• ?? K ??????????? hp?????,?????? KM ,?
????
η2K ≤ λ2hpη2KM .
??????, ??? K ??? p ??, ??????????; ??,
??? K ??? h ??;
82 ????
• ???? K ????????????? (????????????
?), ???? K ??? p ??, ??????????.
(4) ?????????, ????? p ??? h ??, ?? (1).
§5.4 ????
???????????????? hp ?????. ?????????
?????????: h ?????, ????? hp ?????? Melenk ??
?????? hp ????? [174]. ?????? PHG ??, ???????
?.
????????, d ? 3, ??????????????????, ??





































?? fpK ? f ? p− 1 ???????? L2(K) ??, hf ??? K ?? f ??
?, pf = max(p|K1 , p|K2), ?? f ??? K1 ? K2 ????.
??????? θ??? 0.5,???? H1 ???,???????? 2,?
???? 15,???????????? (PCG, Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
method), ????? block Jacobi.
??????,??? hp?????????????????,????
????? [179]
‖e‖ ≤ Ce−γN1/5 , (5.30)
?? C ? γ ???, N ?????. ??????, ????????????
?????????, ???????? N1/5 ???. ??????????
?, ?????????????.
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???, HAFEM ????? h ?????, HP/PHG ? HP/MK ???????
???? Melenk????????,??????????: ????????
???????????????? (????????), ?? HP/PHG ???
????? p ?????, ? Melenk ??????????????????
?????????????????????????? p?????,??
?? h ?????.
? 5.4.1. ????? u = e−z(1+ e100(x+y−1))−1, ???? x+ y− 1 = 0 ????
















? 5.1 ???? (? 5.4.1)
? 5.1 ???????????????????? (? 5.4.1)
# elements # DOF Energy error
HP/PHG 23,920 750,009 1.08e-2
HP/MK 86,520 1,271,317 1.46e-2
HAFEM 6,969,762 9,528,910 1.44e-2
? 5.4.1??????? 5.1??,?? HP/PHG? HP/MK????????,
? HP/PHG????????? HP/MK.?? 5.1?????, HP/MK??????
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???????? HP/PHG???,?? HP/MK???? h?????,? HP/PHG
???? p ?????, ????. hp ??????? h ????????, ?
???????????.
? 5.4.2. ????? u = cos(2pix) cos(2piy) cos(2piz), ????????????
??, ????????????????????, p ??????????
???? [196]. ????? L- ???, Ω = (−1, 1)3 \ [0, 1]× [−1, 0]× [−1, 1], ??


















? 5.2 ???? (? 5.4.2)
? 5.2 ???????????????????? (? 5.4.2)
# elements # DOF Energy error
HP/PHG 3,772 246,046 1.01e-4
HP/MK 35,696 1,171,216 1.67e-4
HAFEM 1,663,068 2,263,137 3.57e-2
?????? 5.2 ?? 5.2, ?? hp ????????????, ????
??, HP/MK ????????????? HP/PHG ????????, ????
???? 5 ?, ?????????? HP/PHG ???, ?? HP/PHG ?????
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?? HP/MK. ?? 5.2 ????, h ?????????????? HP/PHG ??
?????, ??????????, ??????????, hp ??????
????? h ?????????????.
? 5.4.3. ???? u = (x2 + y2 + z2) 14 , ????? Fichera ??, Ω = (−1, 1)3 \



















? 5.3 ???? (? 5.4.3)
? 5.3 ???????????????????? (? 5.4.3)
# elements # DOF Energy error
HP/PHG 3,429 155,812 1.07e-5
HP/MK 163,204 1,158,279 1.20e-4
HAFEM 1,377,588 1,904,054 4.44e-4
? 5.4.3 ??????? 5.3 ?? 5.3. ?? hp ????????????,
?????????, ????????????. ????? HP/MK ????





????? hp ?????????? hp ?????. ????? hp ??
?????????????? hp ?????, ???????????. ?
??????????????????????. ??????, ?????













?????????. ??????????????? PHG ???????
????????????. ?????? PHG ?????????????






????????????????. ??, hp ????????????, ?
???????????,????????? hp????????.????
PHG ??? hp ?????????, ? hp ???????????????.
????????? hp ?????, ??????????????????
??????????????,????????????????????
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